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Abstract. There is a necessity to study the relations between optimal network card mode and its
data transmission size, in order to investigate if a specific network card mode is more suitable for a
certain size of transmission. Three network card modes are examined, which are active wait, passive
wait, and watermark. The existing data of 47 different transmission sizes and their respective optimal
network card modes are observed. The analyses conclude that all network card modes are suitable for
all levels of transmission size (small, medium, and big), as long as their optimal value takes place.
However, it is better to implement the network card mode with the least generated kernel interrupts.
Hence, the CPU cycles can be preserved.
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1. Introduction
This paper analyses the relation between network card mode (active wait, passive wait, and
watermark) and transmission size. The analyses are based on the experiments conducted in our
previous paper [1]. The objective of this study is to investigate if specific network card mode is
suitable for particular level of transmission level.
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Per our knowledge, the relation between network card mode and transmission size has not
been observed before. The closest related studies are about the finding of transmission patterns
in a data centre, which are done by [2], [3], [4] and [5]. Additional related works are regarding
network throughput measurement by [6], [7], [8] and [9]. Therefore, this paper will fill up a
research gap in the area of network hardware.

2. Network Card Modes and Tested Transmission Sizes
The utilized network card modes are active wait where every packet activates kernel interrupt
to process the packet, passive wait where timer based polling is used to indicate when to process
the received packets, and watermark mode where packet polling uses the amount of received
packets instead of timer.
Furthermore, for passive wait mode, the range of timer starts from 10ms up to 200ms, with
escalation every 10ms unit. In case of watermark mode, the range of amount of packets to poll
starts from 1 Byte until the half of maximum ring buffer size, which in our case is 4096 Bytes,
hence its range is from 1 Byte to 2048 Bytes with escalation every 1 Byte unit.
Every network card mode has their own throughput equation as described in [10] and
implemented in [1]; Nurika equation I for passive wait mode, Nurika equation II for active wait
mode, and Nurika equation III for watermark mode.
The above mentioned network card modes generate throughput in Mbps unit after receiving
data transmission. This simulation of comprehensive data transmissions was done in [1] and
since this paper specially discusses about data transmission handling, thus it is important
to present the list of grouping of tested transmissions from [1] in the next table. The table
contains data transmissions, along with their minimum number of interrupts generated by
optimal network card mode settings; ‘A’ stands for active wait mode, ‘P’ followed by a number
represents passive wait mode and its optimal value e.g. ‘P30’ means passive wait mode with
30ms of duration, and finally ‘W’ tailed by a number represents watermark mode and its optimal
value e.g. ‘W23’ means watermark mode with 23 Byte of poll limit size. The presented minimum
numbers of interrupts in the Table1 are taken from one of the 36 experiments conducted in [1],
specifically from experiment No. 6, whose genetic algorithm properties consist of 50 population
size and 100 generation size. Additionally, the packet size for every data transmission can be
found in [1].
In active wait mode where every packet triggers an interrupt, the number of interrupt
generations is calculated by Sp , where S is the transmission size (Byte) and p is packet size
(Byte). Subsequently, in passive wait mode, the number of required interrupts can be calculated
in the 1st step of Nurika equation for passive wait mode ([10]), where the longer poll duration is
preferred over the shorter ones as long as the fitness value is equally high enough. While in
watermark mode, it can be calculated in the 4th step of Nurika equation for watermark mode
([10]), where the total required watermark polls is calculated; the lesser the less interrupts
generated.
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Table 1. The grouping of nodes based on data transmission size
Small Transmissions Minimum Interrupts Medium Transmissions Minimum Interrupts Big Transmissions Minimum Interrupts
Node ID

Size (GB)

Node ID

Size (GB)

1

7.5

2

Node ID Size (GB)

21,475 (P30)

4

21

16,399 (P110)

25

400

229,065 (P150)

6.9

13,822,423 (A)

5

86

49,249 (P150)

26

368.64

263,882,791 (A)

3

9.9

4,798,284 (W23)

7

33

2,960,879,852 (W12)

6

19

1,144,115,443 (W18)

8

61

40,936,408 (A)

10

14

50,107,952 (W300)

9

61

10,916,375,210 (W6)

18

16

45,813 (P30)

11

62

33,286 (P160)

19

19

276,871,999 (W75)

12

80

76,355 (P90)

20

7.9

5,655,041 (A)

13

61

233,922,326 (A)

21

18

13,805,253 (A)

14

62

48,416 (P110)

23

7.4

19,864,224 (A)

15

26

5,583,457,484 (W5)

24

17

208,612,698 (W91)

16

21

273,804,166 (W83)

27

1

1,718 (P50)

17

65

49,852,299 (A)

28

2

3,436 (P50)

22

21

66,319,348 (A)

29

3

1,718 (P150)

30

4

3,436 (P100)

31

5

167,772,160 (W32)

32

6

343,597,384 (W19)

33

7

6,013 (P100)

34

9

5,154 (P150)

35

1.5

859 (P150)

36

2.5

3,441,481 (A)

37

3.5

44,739,243 (W86)

38

4.5

2,577 (P150)

39

5.5

4,295 (P110)

40

6.5

7,121,757 (A)

41

7.6

39,232,875 (W209)

42

9.5

9,444,952 (A)

43

10

518,033,337 (W21)

44

10.5

1,261,191,668 (W9)

45

11

514,356,971 (W23)

46

11.5

19,757 (P50)

47

12

759,632,275 (W17)

According to Table 1 above, the levels of transmission size are categorized as small (less than
20GB), medium (between 20GB and 100GB inclusive), and big (beyond 100GB). There are total
47 different transmissions from 47 nodes as mentioned in [1], which have gone through 36 runs
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of network optimization experiment. Each one of these transmissions has their multiple optimal
settings that may include one or more or even all of the network card modes. The utilizations of
these network card modes in every experiment will be examined in the next section to discover
their suitabilities.
Our initial hypotheses about the relation between network card mode and data transmission
size are as follows:
(1) Active wait mode is suitable for small data transmissions, because the generation of kernel
interrupt for every packet received is expected to be efficient only with small transmission.
(2) Passive wait mode is effective for medium data transmissions, because the timer based
polling it uses can be adjusted according to estimated transmission size. Hence, it offers
flexibility for moderate transmissions.
(3) Watermark mode is appropriate for big data transmissions, since the adjustment of
watermark value according to amount of polled packets is assumed to have further packet
handling range than using timer based polling.

3. Analysis of Conducted Experiments
This section presents the statistics for every network card mode in all 36 experiments conducted
in [1]. The frequencies of utilized network card modes in the optimal solutions for each level of
transmission size are calculated and tabulated in the below table.
Table 2. The utilizations of network card modes in optimal solutions of 36 experiments
Network card mode

Small transmissions

Medium transmissions

Big transmissions

Active Wait

36

36

36

Passive Wait

36

36

33

Watermark

36

36

17

In the previous compilations from Table 2, it is seen that active wait mode 100% consistently
exists in all transmission levels in all 36 experiments. Subsequently, passive wait mode is found
in the small and medium transmissions with both transmission levels achieving 100% utilization
(36 out of 36 experiments). Additionally, in big transmission portions, passive wait mode is
discovered in 33 experiments or 91.67% out of the overall 36 experiments. For watermark
mode, it is observed to be utilized in 100% of total 36 experiments for both small and medium
transmission level. While in big transmissions, watermark mode is implemented in only 17
experiments or 47.22% of the total 36 experiments.
In cases, where optimal solutions for a network card towards particular transmission size,
consist of all the network card modes, it is recommended to choose or implement the optimal
solution that has the least kernel interrupt generation, in order to save CPU cycles (as displayed
in Table 1), so they can be used for other processes or computation purposes.
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4. Conclusions
The most frequent pattern of network card mode utilization is the diverse spread of active wait
and passive wait mode across all levels of transmission size, while watermark mode mostly
covers small and medium transmissions. However, in some experiments, it is also found that
watermark mode is utilized in all types of transmission size. Thus, it is concluded that all
network card mode is suitable for all tested levels of transmission size, whether it is small,
medium, or big. This conclusion is valid with the condition that the value setting of each network
card mode is optimal. These findings also negate our initial hypotheses in Section 2, where
the 3 network card modes were predicted to be suitable for different level of transmission size.
Nevertheless, these initial hypotheses could be affected by the relative grouping of transmission
sizes, where in different cases, the ranges of big, medium, and big data transmissions might be
determined differently.
Finally, there is no specific consistent pattern if certain network card mode is more
appropriate for particular transmission size, therefore all the 3 network card modes have the
potential to optimally handle small, medium, and big data transmissions, as long as the value
of the utilized mode is correct or optimal. This fact delivers numerous possible combinations to
handle specific transmission using one of the optimal settings of network card modes, with the
recommended ones are the ones with less interrupts generated, in order to preserve CPU cycles.
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